
Subject: Re: Mr. B- Dead of Natural Causes
Posted by George Johnson on Thu, 06 Oct 2011 18:37:25 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

"Doug Elrod" <dre1@cornell.edu> wrote in message 
news:fa263f48-5b8d-48df-a1cb-74a4e4482ab1@g33g2000yqc.googlegroups.com...
>  On Oct 4, 6:29 pm, Clifford Blau <cliffordb...@yahoo.com> wrote:
>>   http://www.metafilter.com/108028/Hey-leave-my-father-out-of- this
> 
>  As long as the Spirit of Music lives in All of Us, he/she won't ever
>  be truly dead!  (R.I.P. Mrs. Prentis!  Thanks for a memorable
>  performance!)
> 
>  (Was it ever figured out what Walt Disney Productions had to do with
>  this?  Is there a chance of Mr. B Natural appearing in some Disneyland
>  attraction at some point?)
> 
>  -Doug Elrod (dre1@cornell.edu)
>   Via the POWER OF IMAGINATION, I'm imagining Mr. B involved in ALL OF
>  THEM, right now! ;-)

    I will say that one afternoon with "Mr. B Natural" leaves an impression 
deep enough to last decades long after she has left the room.

    What is scary is that Buzz Turner (played by Bruce Podewell) is now 68 
years old.
    MST3K started 23 years ago and ended 12 years ago.
    My how the time flies for us surviving fanbase.

    Just a reminder, using WINAMP there are 2 SHOUTCAST TV channels playing 
MST3K episodes non-stop.
http://www.winamp.com/
http://www.winamp.com/online-service/shoutcast-tv/10200

    I will note that I was having problems with WINAMP screwing around with 
my audio volume levels so I removed an audio plugin to fix that and WINAMP 
wouldn't start properly on WINXP for me with a DLL problem (DLL in WINAMP 
directory, not Windows).  Fixing that just required finding the DLL that was 
throwing up the WINAMP start error and deleting that DLL.  After that, no 
more problems.

    Sadly the BAT CHANNEL was taken down and a bunch of other SHOUTCAST 
channels I liked have gone offline too.
    Oh well, you can also grab the video using the STREAMRIPPER plugin.
http://streamripper.sourceforge.net/

    The nice thing is that it is like watching a poorer-quality broadcast 
video channel with rather good audio.
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    Sometimes the SYNC'ing with video and audio is off though,
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